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NYC: Muslim migrant screaming ‘I’m gonna kill all the Jews’ tries
to run down Jewish students

The cops say it’s not terror-related, thereby demonstrating that
they have no idea what Islamic terror really is. One doesn’t have
to have an ISIS membership card in order to carry out an act of
jihad. They’re also saying he is mentally ill. In other words, all the
usual excuses are being trotted out. TERROR: […]
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FBI Director Met With Hamas Supporters Asking Him to Lock Up
Jews

The FBI has gone from fighting Islamic terrorists to taking orders
from them. Islamic pro-terror groups reacted to the Hamas terror
attacks of Oct 7 not only with riots and public pressure campaigns
aimed at politicians, but also by privately meeting with top federal
and state law enforcement officials to demand that they lock up
[…]
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Is Danny Shaw an Antisemite? You Be the Judge

Danny Shaw was until recently an Adjunct Professor at John Jay
College of Criminal Justice. He became notorious for his social
media comments on Israel and the Gaza War. Many people found
them antisemitic. His contract was not renewed. More about his
case can be found here: “To The Intercept, calling Zionists
‘Babylon swine’ and […]
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It Began When the Jews Fought Back

And the same is true of the other targets of Islamic terrorism.
From UCLA to the Middle East, there’s a common pattern. It
always begins when the Jews fight back. And the same is true of
the other targets of Islamic terrorism. It always begins when the
victims of the Jihad fight back. Never when […]
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Israeli Writer Dina Rubina Replies to Pushkin House

Dina Rubina is a Russian-language Israeli writer who earlier this
year was invited to speak at Pushkin House in London about her
latest novels. After she had accepted the invitation, she received
an email from the organizers asking for her views on the Gaza
War, because — it was clear — she was expected to […]
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Pro-Hamas College Protests are a Rich Kid Movement

“Campuses that educate students mostly from working-class
backgrounds have not had any protest activity” Not actually
surprising to anyone since the supertext is that liberalism and
leftist politics in general are the playgrounds of the children of the
wealthy or those aspiring to join the elitist club. And that’s been
true of revolutionary politics from […]
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Italy pledges millions to UNRWA and Gaza initiative

The prime minister of Italy, Giorgia Meloni, has turned out to be a
big disappointment. After a meeting between Meloni and
Palestinian prime minister Mohammad Mustafa, Italy pledged
millions to UNRWA and a Gaza initiative. On one hand, Meloni
advocates controlling unvetted open-door immigration policy,
ostensibly for security reasons. But on the other hand, she […]
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ABC SF Bay Area affiliate KGO showcases Hamas-linked CAIR’s
attack on Berkeley High School

UCLA police have made an arrest in connection with the violent
April 30 confrontation between protestors on UCLA campus. “Man
who was identified in attack on UCLA protest encampment
arrested,” by Will Carless, USA Today, May 24, 2024: Edan On,
18, was arrested Thursday and held in lieu of $30,000 bail,
according to the Los […]
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‘Innocent Civilians’ and the War of the Words In Gaza

The Jerusalem Center for Public Affairs recently published an
article by an Israeli political psychologist, Dr. Irwin Mansdorf. That
article, “‘Both Sides’ and “Innocent Civilians’: The Psychological
Effect of Language in the Gaza War,” can be found here. Daled
Amos (the pen name of Bennett Ruda) asked Dr. Mansdorf about
his article, and his response, […]
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Video reveals Hamas indiscriminately shooting civilians in Gaza,
brutalizing residents and stealing property

Hamas has stolen $500 million from Gaza aid since October 7, so
it’s no surprise that starvation threatens Gaza, but it isn’t Israel’s
doing. Yet Israel is blamed. Add in Hamas’ brutality toward its
own Palestinian brothers who elected them, and the revelation
that it is “shooting civilians in the Gaza Strip.” What more
evidence […]
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Israel bombarded by Hizballah rockets in the North after promise
to ‘expect surprises from our resistance’

A Times of Israel report states: Hezbollah launched a series of
rocket barrages at northern Israel on Monday… in response to an
Israeli strike that killed a terror operative outside a south Lebanon
hospital earlier in the day. But it cannot be accurately stated that
Hizballah acted “in response” to anything. Such terms imply that
[…]
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Anni Cyrus Video: Who Killed ‘Butcher of Tehran’ Raisi?

This new Glazov Gang episode features Anni Cyrus, the producer
of the Glazov Gang and  Trevor Loudon, a public speaker,
political activist and author of his latest book, Security Risk
Senators. Visit him at TrevorLoudon.com. Anni and Trevor
discuss Who Killed ‘Butcher of Tehran’ Raisi?, revealing The
evidence that points in a certain direction. Don’t […]
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